
The International Crime Coordination Centre (ICCC) has been set up to provide guidance 
and support 24 hours a day.   

Call the ICCC on 0300 790 0000 or see  
https://knowledgehub.group/group/hhxdpttatw/guidance for full written guidance.  

Alternatively, contact your force International Liaison Officer or ICCC Regional Single Point 
of Contact.  The ICCC also has a phone app with quick and easy to follow guides.    

Foreign National Suspect Checklist 

For suspects who are foreign nationals, please conduct the following checks: 

 Verify identity with fingerprints - where taking fingerprints is permitted, run 
immigration searches if not automatic.  
 

 Research identity via PNC, force intelligence, PND and crime records. 
 

 Obtain travel documents/ID for your subject - think search powers under S.44 
Borders Act 2007.  

 Check immigration status and open a case with Immigration Enforcement (IE) - 
call the IE National Command and Control Unit (NCCU) - 03000 134 999 (if with 
subject) or email commandandcontrolunit@homeoffice.gov.uk 
 

 Check overseas conviction history - use your force ACRO Enquiry form before 
further investigation (including voluntary attendance). 

 Carry out an I-24/7 check – use your own I-24/7 account or contact someone in 
force who has access to conduct nominal, vehicle and document checks. For 
access to the system contact your force security officer or alternatively 
INTERPOL.NSO@nca.gov.uk  
 

 Issue an IM3 (Notice as regards liability to Deportation form) - where charged 
and tell the NCCU about case disposal. 

Checks to be completed 

https://knowledgehub.group/group/hhxdpttatw/guidance
mailto:commandandcontrolunit@homeoffice.gov.uk
mailto:INTERPOL.NSO@nca.gov.uk


Did you know? 

There is a power to search for travel/identity documents - finding an ID document is often crucial to take 
positive immigration action and prevent further risk.  If you arrest someone who you suspect is not British 
and do not have identity documents with them, or if their identity is doubted (e.g. you believe it is 
counterfeit), you could consider a Section 44 Borders Act search of their address.  This requires authority 
from an inspector or above and is recorded in a premises search book or log.  

Fingerprint checks might help you to identify your subject - if they aren’t automatic, immigration 
searches should be initiated on your fingerprint machines.  IFB or PIFE numbers indicate that there is a 
Home Office footprint and should be provided to the NCCU.  If prints have been obtained, make sure to 
add the CRO and PNCID to your ACRO check, this will mean the prints are sent off with the ACRO check 
and will confirm ID if the subject has foreign convictions.  If fingerprints produce no results, speak to the 
NCCU - the subject may not have entered the UK legally.  

Document scanners are becoming more widely available - some forces have ‘in custody’ document 
scanners or trained document examiners, your force policy may be to request an IE document trained 
examiner if appropriate.  If an ID document is doubted and an examiner/scanner is not available, the 
National Document Fraud Unit can be contacted for advice on 0203 014 8072 or 
NDFU.DutyOfficer@homeoffice.gov.uk.  PRADO is a public facing document database that gives you an 
indication of what a genuine document might look like, www.consilium.europa.eu/prado/en/prado-start-
page.html.  INTERPOL’s Edison TD is available for I-24/7 users and provides the ability to look up a user 
friendly guide and hints about document fraud.  

Prüm is an EU biometric exchange tool that the UK continues to have access to - it can be used to identify 
unknown fingerprints and DNA, by searching the systems of other EU countries.  It is ideal for investigators 
dealing with protracted/linked series investigations, such as violent crime, sexual offences and burglary. 
Email the ICCC at ICCCPRUMDNA@met.police.uk for advice.  

Checking overseas conviction history via an ACRO check may enable other police and law enforcement 
colleagues to recognise and/or manage future risk - positive ACRO returns can be used for the purpose 
requested (e.g. court proceedings for that matter).  If foreign convictions contain a serious offence on 
the Home Office Serious Offence List (HOSOL), ACRO will automatically place them onto PNC.  Lower 
level offending will not automatically be placed onto PNC, but officers can have them added if they 
consider they are ‘precursor’ offences that might lead to more serious offending, or where the victim is a 
vulnerable adult.  This is achieved by submitting a ‘Criterion 6’ request to ACRO, which can be obtained 
from acro.international.services.analyst@acro.pnn.police.uk.  Offences added to PNC become useable 
by all officers for future remand, sentencing, bail options or immigration proceedings. 

There is now a single route into Immigration Enforcement - all referrals to IE are now handled via the 
NCCU: Tel 03000 134 999 for real-time support (i.e. if you are with the subject or they are in custody) or 
email commandandcontrolunit@homeoffice.gov.uk for non-urgent enquiries.  The NCCU should be kept up 
to date throughout the investigative journey, e.g. to carry out an immigration status check or to later 
explore disruption options if ACRO criminal convictions have been returned.  It is particularly important to 
contact them when your case reaches disposal.  Even if someone has a British passport, they may still be 
subject to immigration disruption - if a foreign national, who was not classified as a British citizen at birth, 
has gained a British passport e.g. through naturalisation, it does not mean they are no longer subject to 
revocation or deportation.  Consult with the NCCU as their status may be revoked under certain 
circumstances.  

INTERPOL channels can also be used to support and enhance the results of the checks listed above - for 
example, to request intelligence linked to a conviction provided by ACRO or check the status and validity of 
a non UK travel or identity document.  INTERPOL enquiry forms should be submitted to 
manchester@nca.gov.uk via force international/intelligence units. 

The more digging you do in relation to identity, the greater chances of an effective immigration disruption 
- PNC, force intelligence and crime records may contain extra details needed for ACRO and other checks in 
relation to identity.  Consider #VF on addresses.  PND checks will enable intelligence from other forces to be 
checked via force intelligence units or suitably trained staff.   
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